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About This Game

Torn is a dark science-fiction mystery built for VR.

Deep in a forgotten forest, video blogger Katherine Patterson discovers an abandoned mansion, littered with stra 5d3b920ae0
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Beutiful game, all objects have colliders so you can poke them with your hands or head, puzzles are simple enough and at some
point felt monotonous to me, but overall pretty good game in vr, would recommend EDIT: after playing further i cant
recommend it anymore (unless you are looking for 1 to 2 hours of good expirience) Puzzles are just so repeatative, after 1 hour
game seems like a boring grind, not a magical journey. HMD HMD Only a few couple of minutes in, so it's mainly about
controls. Well optimized graphics, detailed world and nice atmosphere. Personally, I think the protagonist should not speak with
voice acting in VR games which I feel breaks the immersion, but I guess it's fundamental to this game's scenario so I'll have to
live with it this time. About the controls. This game's free locomotion feels so unnatural which was a major dissapointment. You
cannot set it to "controller-relative", meaning that you cannot keep walking in certain direction and look around freely, which is
very importaint since we do it very often in real world and since the FoV of VR HMD is not as wide as what we have in real so
that we have more neccesity to look around in VR. Currently, it's either "HMD-relative" or direction is completely decided by
the thumbstick control. Both feels so unnnatural. I highly recommend the developper to implement controller-relative free
locomotion like the Skyrim VR and also smooth turning. This game can be more immersive.. Meticulous attention to detail in
some of the most extraordinary graphics I've seen in VR. And objects almost appear to have weight. Cobwebs can be brushed
away. It's really something to see. But the gameplay is overly simple with puzzles that are all too easy to complete. It's very story
rich and a little overwordy at times. But sure is something to experience. I recommend it for the breathtaking graphics alone.
"Don't forget the key!" (Insert insane laugh here). Play it and you'll understand.. All in all, Torn is fun at first but quickly
becomes repetitive (which I why I got a refund as its price/value didn't impress me). I've encountered a few bugs such as my
controllers being inverted (easily solved by switching controllers) and game crashes. I'd say what the game does best is the
graphics, and what it does worst is the repetitiveness of the puzzles. I guess I'd recommend the game to people who just want to
relax and enjoy a quiet VR puzzle game. 6.5/10. While the game is gorgeous. I like the concept. The game suffers from crashes.
the objects move with just light on them. picking up objects is ok. but all objects feel the same, to weight to them, a book feels
the same as a chair. You get near an object it moves. If there was more polish to the game play, Interaction with things are better
I would def recommend. I have seen the devs don't respond much so for me at this point I requested a refund. I will follow as
see what they do down the road. I don't mind early access as long as the devs are very active. For the price point now not worth
it.. This game has "WOW" written all over it.It's an amazing VR experience. I set graphic setting to Epic and resolution to Max
and had a total blast. If you own a VR headset this is a must buy.. good game .. A beautifully made game, with a lovely
soundtrack. When you first start it's quite awe-inspiring to be in the middle of a forest with a mansion in front of you. The
environment is very interactive, you basically pick up anything and I wasn't uncomfortable in the game even with walking mode
activated rather than teleport. Very highly recommended.. Good things first. visually gorgeous, and the music and sound design
are excellent. Great voice acting as well -- really top-notch. The bad. there were a couple of bugs, but they ended up being
irritating rather that game-breaking. And if you ever need to contact their tech support. well, let's say I wouldn't get my hopes
up. :-) Still, really good game overall.
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